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‘I stopped Ismail from firing AK-47’
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It’s well known that assistant sub-inspector Tukaram Ombale pounced on terrorist Ajmal Amir Kasab’s AK-47, stopping him from
ﬁring it at other policemen.

It’s well known that assistant sub-inspector Tukaram Ombale pounced on terrorist Ajmal Amir
Kasab’s AK-47, stopping him from ﬁring it at other policemen but sacriﬁcing his life in the
process.
But Ombale was not the only one who stopped a terrorist from ﬁring an AK-47. Head constable
Vikram Nikam, who was at the same nakabandi where Ombale was, narrates his own experience
to DNA:
“Ombale and I were among the 16 policemen who were at the nakabandi at Girgaum Chowpatty
on 26/11 soon after the terrorists struck south Mumbai. We were alerted that two terrorists
were heading towards us in a hijacked Skoda. Soon enough, the car appeared.
The driver of this car (who turned out to be terrorist Ismail) tried to take a U-turn but the car got
stuck on the divider. The second terrorist in the car later turned out to be Kasab. Ismail kept

ﬁring at us with his pistol.
Since we outnumbered the two and since we were also returning the ﬁre, Ismail dropped his
pistol and bent to pick up a more deadly weapon, an AK-47, from the car. He was forced to do it
because of our ﬁghting spirit.
Meanwhile, I went close to the driver’s seat. When I saw that Ismail had picked up the AK-47, I
pounced on him through the window and held his weapon pressing it on his lap. I stopped him
from using the AK-47 against the police team. At the same time my colleagues were ﬁring
continuously at him. Many bullets hit Ismail and his grip on the AK-47 loosened. Soon it fell from
his hands and he died.
Meanwhile, Kasab came out of the Skoda, with an AK-47 on his left shoulder. When we asked
him to surrender he fell on the ground on his back. Taking advantage, some of us inched close to
him. But Kasab knew what to do. He began to ﬁre. Trying to catch
Kasab, Ombale fell heavily on him and held the AK-47 in the terrorist’s hands. He stopped Kasab
from continuing with the ﬁre. Assistant inspector Sanjay Govilkar was also injured in the ﬁring..
Seizing the opportunity, the police party began to assault Kasab with lathis. Kasab became
unconscious. I then checked Kasab’s heartbeat. He was alive. We took him to hospital.
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